The UIPM Executive Board (EB) voted unanimously to approve proposals from the New Pentathlon and New Tetrathlon YOG 2022 Working Groups designed to improve the presentation of the two UIPM Sports at the Paris 2024 Olympic Games and Dakar 2022 Youth Olympic Games respectively.

The EB agreed that the New Pentathlon concept, which includes an elimination system, would be subject to a rigorous examination with a series of test events to be scheduled in advance of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games.

The EB also ratified the full implementation of the New Tetrathlon format, subject to one final test event in 2020.

Following the decision by the International Olympic Committee in 2019 to increase Modern Pentathlon’s quota of athletes at the YOG from 48 to 64, starting in Dakar 2022, the EB agreed on a distribution system designed ensure proportionate continental representation.

The following competitions were awarded to National Federations during the meeting:

- UIPM 2021 Junior World Championships – Egypt
- UIPM 2022 Masters World Championships – Finland

The EB also approved applications for provisional membership from new member federations Croatia and North Macedonia.

The EB viewed presentations relating to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, a proposed athlete nomination system for the UIPM Annual Awards and the ongoing development of UIPM e-sports.